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Logo Design for "Toothbanger".
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Solution

I participated in a logo design
competition and won with my
design. It is the winner design for
the company "Toothbanger".
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2/5 Toothbanger
Logo Design for "Toothbanger".

Explain how and why you created this work. Was it for a specific brief, etc.?

This is a Logo I created for the company "Toothbanger", based on a specific briefing. During the
process the client came up with the idea to have it look like a design for a Marvel comic, as he is a
big fan of that - so it has that specific touch :) I had a lot of fun creating this design as I have never
designed anything in this style. One of my favorites. I hope you like it as well :)
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3/5 Toothbanger
Logo Design for "Toothbanger".

What were you trying to express?

With this design I was trying to express strength and power.
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4/5 Toothbanger
Logo Design for "Toothbanger".

Is it 100% your original work?

This is 100% my original work.
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5/5 Toothbanger
Logo Design for "Toothbanger".
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Creative's profile

dr11
graphic designer

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Illustration
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